Carved Bone Object

2 joining frags
PL 78

Diameter area: 0.55
Measurements: 15 sculpted end, 0.6 x 0.2

Rod w/ sculpted ends, one end w/ bird/plant motif, other end graduated square cross. Graduated end may have missing extension.

Hair pin? Spoon handle?

Bone

[Signature]

RNS
handle
Bone rigid disc w. incised line.
Incomplet: Bears shift money.
Small part of a decorative rod, carved with two curved shapes at the end, tip, 4-6 evenly-drawn flake reflection side of an area of cross hatching.
Could be the decorative end of a cosmetic tool or hampin.

PL 3.85 cm
Diam: 0.8 cm.

Roof, bone.
Single fragment.
One end (Handle).
Round incision.
Decorated w. round flake.
Above wide section, followed by
3 narrow sections.
One large section w. cross-hatched.
Incised lines, and
2 more narrow sections.

Drawn by EM - 1972. SMALL FINDS/80
Bone Decorated Rod. (Cosmetic/medical tool).
Incomplete: missing tip of dec. end, shaft & tool end.
Small section of a bone rod decorated with a pattern of dec. unevenly incised lines & bands.

\[ \phi_1: 5.4 \]
\[ \phi_2: 0.8 \]

Rod, Bone.
Single fragment. Mid-section of shaft. Found in section.
Decorated w/ incised lines into 16 unequal sections.

Drawn by FM - LEAF SMALL HANDS/06
Bone Handle

Incomplete; unknown how long the original was.

Approximate decoration on tip of bone handle.

Long, pointed at one end with lower end slightly smooth.

Two edges may denote a cutter (?).

P. L. 5.8 cm
L. of Dec. 2.3 cm
W. 1.0 cm
Th. 0.5 cm
D. .3

Flared final

Drawn by Fin. LEAF, SMALL FINS, 8/06
Decorated Bone Rod

Handle, bone

Single frag preserving portion of shaft
2 mazed lines at one end
P.L. 5.6
D. 8

Worn, faint traces of polish remain
Bone Hammer or Cosmetic Applicator Handle

Carved top with project ridge with female figure slighly bent with head turned towards the flat back.

P.L. H: 3.9cm
W: (pilaster capital) 0.9cm
Th: 0.5cm

- Finial carved as pilaster of standing draped female, one leg of free leg back.
- High circled chiton.

Square in section
Brown no polish remaining
Bone (Cosmetic) Decorated Boot Handle

Broken at both ends. One end has the begin of a pattern of incised lines which form a zigzag pattern around the end. That end, although broken, has a cross incised line which may be the base of a two pronged fork.

PH 6.0cm
Diameter 2.0cm (throughout length)
Section of rod - oval.

Red, bone. Single, flat, press part of shaft. Round in section, one end decorated with incised lines at joining 2 pairs of chevron.

lightly polished

Drawn by: Leaf:
Bone Spoon.

Single Fragment of the bowl of a spoon. A stub of the handle.

The handle stub has 3 raised ridges on the front of the base near its attachment.

The bowl of the spoon has a raised chevron on the underside extending the line of the handle. The underedge is flat.

P L 5.7 cm
P W. 2.6 cm
Th. bowl 0.2 cm
D Th. handle. 0.5 cm

back v. worn,
some polish on
bowl & handle.